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- The only comprehensive book on this topic written in the English language
- Contains the most authoritative information and sources within the field of Chinese patent law
- Readers can gain an in-depth understanding of Chinese patent law as well as the resources to conduct quality research
- Authored by an expert in Chinese patent and IP law

About This Title

Research Guide to Chinese Patent Law and Practice provides an introduction and guide to the Chinese patent law system and the process of legal research on patent law from the perspective of an American legal scholar or professional. It describes the legislation, regulations, administration, and court system in regard to patent creation and protection in China. It discusses all relevant information systems, publications, and resources necessary for a complete understanding and knowledge to conduct research on Chinese patent law and protection. This book includes a comprehensive chronology of the development of the patent law system, a table of primary statutes and regulations, a table of relevant international treaties and agreements, a table of important court decisions, and much more.

What’s New in This Edition?

- 20 years of updates and revisions
- A new organization of chapters that present content with increased clarity
- A new chapter on judicial cases with annotations
- An enhanced chapter on law and economic statistics
- An expanded list of Chinese patent law firms
- A new bibliography

Who Is This Book For?

- Professors, students, and researchers in fields of intellectual property law, international/comparative law, and international relations
- Intellectual property lawyers
- American companies doing business in China
- Academic/law librarians in international law instruction
- Librarians in law firms with transnational practices
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